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INJURY DONE BY CoLASPIS TRISTIS.-This common beetle is, like 
its congener, C. brunnea, an almost universal feeder, and it is sur- 
prising that it has not before been noted as injurious to cultivated 
plants. I had yesterday, while on a farm near Herndon, Va., oc- 
casion to observe that this insect is capable of doing considerable 
harm to pear and peach trees by gnawing at the tender terminal 
shoots of the twigs. The tips of the twigs thus injured dry up 
and die. One of the peach trees I examined was full of such 
dead tips, there being hardly any healthy ones left.-E. A. Sckwarz, 
Washington, D. C., 7une II, 1883. 

STEGANOPTYCHA CLAYPOLEANA.-Through the courtesy of Pro- 
fessor E. W. Claypole we received this spring, from Mrs. L. H. 
Lewis, some larvae of the buckeye stem-borer, noticed in the- 
November, I882, issue of the NATURALIST (P. 9I4), and have ob- 
tained therefrom a number of perfect moths. The general re- 
semblance of some of the specimens to others of Proteoteras 
a'sculana is great; but with the perfect specimens the differences 
upon close inspection become quite marked. Claypoleana lacks 
the notch in posterior borders of primaries, the tufts of raised 
scales on the discs of same, and the peculiar tuft or pencil of 
hairs on the upper surface of secondaries in the 3), between the 
margin and the costal vein. It is a shorter, broader-winged spe- 
cies; the ocellate spot is less distinctly relieved, the median 
oblique band more broken, the basal-costal portion paler and con- 
trasted along the median vein with a dark shade which may be 
almost black, and which broadens posteriorly till near the middle 
of wing, where it is abruptly relieved by a pale space obliquing 
basally. By these characters the species is easily distinguished 
from oesculana, and it is withal a grayer species with the pale and 
dark shades more highly and abruptly contrasted. In an article 
by Professor Claypole, which appeared subsequent to our note 
(Psyche III, P. 367, issued Dec. i6, 1 882), he states that Professor- 
Fernald referred the species provisionally to Steganoptycha, Ste- 
phens, and this reference is evidently correct. None of the larvw 
we received were boring in the leaf-stem, but rolled themselves 
up in the green leaves upon which they fed. It is doubtless 
more of a blossom and leaf feeder than a stem-borer. The larvan 
were feeding during the first half of May and the moths issued 
during the first week in June.-C. V Riley. 

ZOOLOG:Y. 

NEW OBSERVATIONS ON HYDRA.-W. Marshall commences by 
stating his belief that the green color of Hydra viridis is not due 
to a symbiotic process, but is a property of the polyp, and in this 
he agrees with Professor Ray Lankester; of this species there 
appear to be several geographical races, as the forms mentioned 
by Baker, Trembly, R6sel, Pallas and Schdffer differ a great deal 
in size and in the proportionate length of the arms. 
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The young forms, just set free from their parents, have a re- 
markable power of movement in the ectoderm; this periodically 
thickens into tubercles which are best developed in two circular 
regions, but the number of tubercles is not constant. They may 
gradually disappear, the hinder ones completely, and the anterior 
often give rise to a mammanform papilla which may become 
greatly elongated and forked at the tip; a little later some of 
their cells become converted into spermatozoa, canals being given 
off from the central space protruded by the body-cavity, in which 
these elements are developed. Still later the hinder tubercles 
again become developed, either into buds (spring and summer), or 
ova (autumn). The author is unable to explain why the male ele- 
ments appear so much earlier. 

It would seem that the buds of Hydra were not at first devel- 
oped in the interest of the species, but that they were merely 
blind sacks of the body cavity, which in time became provided 
with a mouth and tentacles, and were rendered capable of lead- 
ing a free existence. In an examination of the causes of this 
phenomenon, we have firstly to note that when a Hydra is receiv- 
ing more nourishment than it needs, it can only increase in ex- 
tent by a system of folds, in other words, diverticula are devel- 
oped. Were these buds developed irregularly on the anterior 
half of the body, the contractile power of the polyp would 
no doubt be affected. But these considerations do not ex- 
plain why the buds get mouths; the explanation of which 
may possibly be that the body becoming too large, or the 
supply of food diminishing, the parent animal would no longer 
be in a position to feed the buds, which, therefore, must 
develop the organs of independent nutrition, and finally them- 
selves break away and become independent of their parents. 
And it is, at any rate, certain that under experimental conditions 
the buds do break off earlier if the whole organism is subjected 
to less favorable conditions of existence. 

A review and comparative account of the Hydroidae leads to 
the belief that in Hydra we have to do with a form which has 
been partly degraded and certainly modified in adaptation to its 
fresh-water habitat.-Journ. R. Mlzcr. Soc. 

KUNSTLER ON THE FLAGELLATA.-In the Bull. Soc. Zool. de 
France for 1882, J. Kunstler contributes some facts to our know- 
ledge of the Flagellata. Heteromihis olivaceus, when treated with 
acetic acid, appears covered with filaments; and Butschli has de- 
scribed similar filaments in Chilosnonas paramnwcium. Butschli 
believes these filaments to be trichocystes, analogous to the ne- 
matocysts of Ccelenterata, and M. de Lunessan thinks them cilia 
that remain unseen during life in consequence of a layer of gel- 
atinous protoplasm which is destroyed by the acetic acid. Our 
author does not accept either hypothesis, and states that they 
certainly do not exist in the normal state of Infusoria. 
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Prehensile flagella, often striated transversely, as though made 
by the union of corpuscles placed end to end, occur in the Fla- 
gellata. They can be seen in every individual that has been long 
submitted to energetic coloring reactives, and are always situated 
on the border of the upper lip. These buccal flagella are shorter 
than the locomotive flagella, since they are never longer than the 
body, while the filaments before mentioned may attain twelve 
times the body length. Chilomonas paramwcium and some other 
species, when in more or less petrified cultures, or in a bad light, 
become united into a zo6glea-like mass. 

MODE OF APPLICATION OF THE SUCKERS OF THE LEECH.-G. 
Carlet has investigated this somewhat difficult matter by the use 
of the graphic method. He finds that if a leech be placed on a 
sheet of smoked paper, it progresses by the alternate fixation of 
the anterior and posterior suckers. That of the hinder one is 
made very simply and rapidly; the circumference being first ap- 
plied, and then the central portion. That of the anterior is more 
complicated and less rapid; the leech commences by exploring 
the place to which it is going to fix itself, with the two sides of 
its upper lip; the anterior portion of the upper lip is then low- 
ered, and then the lower lip is applied to the surface. The 
pharynx begins to be lowered, and the triangular contour of the 
sucker gradually becomes circular. The sucker then touches the 
paper in its center. From these observations it would follow that 
instead of beginning to fix itself by the center of its sucker and 
then depressing the edges, as has been generally believed, it is 
the edges which are first applied and the center which is last. 
When the leech detaches itself the edges are first raised, and then 
the center.- 7ourn. R. Micr. Soc. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AscIDIANS.-Some points in the devel- 
opment of one of our common Ascidians have been examined 
by Mr. J. S. Kingsley, whose paper appears in the Proceedings of 
the Boston Society of Natural History, illustrated with a plate. 
The species examined was Molg ula manz/tatensis. The larvae and 
young are very tenacious of life and will live for weeks in a dish 
without any change of water. The embryos do not leave the 
body of the parent until the tadpole state is attained, when they 
may frequently be seen passing out of the atrial opening of the 
adult. The segmentation went on as observed by Lacaze-Du- 
thiers in an European species of Molgula, but the general devel- 
opment of the latter species is more abbreviated and accelerated 
than in our species, whose development is like that of the nor- 
mal form, such as Ascidia ainpulloides, described by Van Ben- 
eden. 

THE FOOD OF THE CRAYFISH.-In his " Economic Relations of 
Wisconsin Birds," Mr. F. H. King remarks that crayfish have 
been so little studied in regard to their habits that an economic 
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position cannot be satisfactorily assigned them at present. He 
then quotes as follows from a letter from Professor W. F. Bundy: 
"Crayfish feed on worms, small mollusks, insects that fall in 
their way, small fish, and in general any kind of animal food, 
especially carrion. They are industrious scavengers. This lat- 
ter item, with the additional ones that they form a not incon- 
siderable part of food for fish, and their damage to meadows 
by burrowing, indicate where they come in the most direct rela- 
tion to human interests." The river species, adds Mr. King, he 
regards as beneficial. Those which burrow in the meadows, 
building mud chimneys which become sun-baked and interfere 
quite seriously with mowing, he is in doubt in regard to, but in- 
clines to the opinion that their services as scavengers more than 
offset the damage they do. Crayfish are preyed upon to a con- 
siderable extent by various species of herons and some other 
birds. 

THE BOTTLE-NOSE WHALE.-There has been considerable con- 
fusion respecting the species of genus Hyperodon, since Dr. Gray 
described and figured hL. lats/rons from a skull found at the Ork- 
ney islands. The characters upon which Dr. Gray's species, 
afterwards made into a genus entitled Lagenocetus, was founded, 
certainly seemed important enough to be specific, since the 
ascending part of the maxillary, which in skulls referred to H. 
rostratus were thin, were in the type of AT. latzj-rons very thick, 
nearly touching each other in front of the blower, and higher 
than the hinder part of the skull. Nevertheless Professor Esch- 
richt expressed his opinion that H. latifrons was only an old male 
of the ordinary rostratus, bidens, butzkopf, etc. (as it had been 
variously called). Dr. Gray, in rejoinder, asserted that the fissher- 
man who procured the head had assured him that it was that of 
a female gravid with young. Thus the matter rested until last 
year, when the second species was definitely disposed of by the 
observations of Captain Gray, before whom the subject was 
brought by Professor Flower. 

Captain Gray, observing the frequency of this Ziphioid in the 
seas between Iceland and Spitzbergen, harpooned several and 
brought back their oil. This, upon analysis, proved to so closely 
resemble that of the sperm whale as to be probably of equal 
value for the special purposes for which sperm oil is used. This, 
with the discovery that spermaceti existed in the head, induced 
Captain Gray to devote himself to the capture of bottle-noses. 

A series of skulls and of skeletons brought back by this gen- 
tleman showed the gradual increase of the maxillary elevations 
in the male, until in old individuals the head takes on a. quad- 
rangular box-like form, squarely truncate in front, but differing 
from that of the sperm whale in the presence of a small beak be- 
low it. 
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According to Captain Gray's notes, this toothed whale attains 
a length of thirty feet and then yields two tons of oil and two 
hundred weight of spermaceti. It feeds upon small cuttlefish, 
and in pursuit of them stays below longer than others of its 
order, a fact which makes it difficult to kill. After running out 
700 fathoms of line, and remaining below two hours, an old male 
will come up so fresh as to require a second harpoon, and will 
attack the boats with head and tail. So strong are the muscles 
of this whale that it can not only leap clear out of water, but can 
guide itself in descending so as to plunge head first, instead of 
falling helplessly sideways like the larger whales. 

A SQUEALING TOAD.-On the 24th of May, an unusually warmr 
day for this region, while walking on the University grounds at 
Berkeley, I noticed something hopping along on the hot gravel 
of the road; upon close inspection it proved to be a toad. It 
was heading for a small bunch of weeds for shelter; as it squealed 
like a mouse when I first poked it, I repeated the poking several 
times, taking caxe not to hurt it; with each poke it squealed as 
at first; if my eyes had been shut, I should have supposed the 
squealing to have been made by a mouse. After experimenting 
for a few minutes, I finally placed it in the shelter of the weeds 
and walked on. 

Though not a specialist as regards toads, I have had the honor 
of an acquaintance with these animals for many years, but this 
squealer is the first I have met with.-R. E. C. Stearns, in Culti- 
vator's Guide. 

THE SPURS AND CLAWS OF BIRDS' WINGS.-In a recent issue 
of the Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, J. 
A. Jeffries has an interesting article on the claws and spurs of 
birds' wings. A spur consists of a bony core on the anterior side 
of the arm, surrounded with connective tissue and covered with 
a thick horny coat, while a claw upon a wing is the homologue 
of that upon a foot, that is, it is a horny case surrounding an 
ungual phalanx. The spur occurs in birds so widely separated 
that it cannot have been inherited from a common ancestor. 
Claws are of far more common occurrence, but are inconspicu- 
ous, and useless as weapons, but are of value in classification. 
They are on the end of the first finger of many birds, and much 
more rarely on that of the second. A first finger with two pha- 
langes almost or quite always bears a claw on the last, but a 
second finger with three phalanges may be flawless. Accord- 
ingly the ancestors of birds had a two-jointed first finger, and 
a three-jointed second finger, and agrees so far with that of rep- 
tiles and mammals. A list of the phalanges of the hand, and 
spurs and claws found in different groups of birds is given, and 
it is pointed out that the number of phalanges is least, and the 
claws are absent, in what are usually considered the highest 
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groups of birds. The writer points out that it is unadvisable 
to put birds with a complete phalangeal schedule as descendants 
of those with an imperfect one, as has sometimes been done. 

HYBERNATION OF THE SPOTTED GoPHER.-This is an interest- 
ing little animal which is still met with around my residence here, 
,and I do not know whether its natural history has been well 
written up. Twenty-five years ago, while digging for a private 
road on a sidehill with a southern exposure, in the month of 
March, I dug out one which was rolled up in a nice hibernacle 
lined with dried grass. It felt cold to the hand when I took it 
up and appeared to be quite insensible. I took it into the house 
where the temperature of the room may have been about 700 
Far. In a short time it began to show signs of animation, and 
in half an hour was skipping about the room as lively as in mid- 
summer. I regret exceedingly that I did not observe the action 
of the heart while in the torpid state and the pulse, and the in- 
crease, if any, as it got warmer and was finally restored fully to 
animation. This was the only opportunity I ever had to make 
such observations. 

It has a stout neck and shortish tail like most of the marmots, 
with rather regular rows of white spots along the back and upper 
sides. It is not figured by Anderson and Bachman, and I do not 
remember to have seen it described.-J. D. Caton, Ottawa, IlI. 

ZOOLOGICAL NOTES.-Protoroans.-MM. Munier Chalmas and 
Schlumberger have lately read before the French Academy some 
-fresh observations on the dimorphism of the Foraminifera. 

Echinoderms.-A most interesting crinoid has been described 
before the Royal Society by P. H. Carpenter. Among the col1 
lections of the Challenger expedition is a Comatula which was 
dredged at a depth of i8oo fathoms in the Southern sea. Al- 
though it is unusually small, the diameter of the calyx being 
only 2mm, the characters presented by this form are such as to 
render it by far the most remarkable among all the types of re- 
cent crinoids, whether stalked or free. Of the four distinguishing 
characters of this crinoid, which Carpenter calls Thaurmatorcinzus 
renovates, one appears in one or perhaps in two genera of Coma- 
tulae, another is not to be met with in any Comatula, though 
occurring in certain stalked Crinoids; while the two remaining 
characters are limited to one family of the Palaxocrinoids, one of 
them being peculiar to one or at most two genera which are con- 
fined to the lower Silurian rocks. Their appearance in such a 
specialized type as a recent Comatula is therefore, he adds, all the 
more striking. -In this connection may be mentioned the 
French deep. sea expedition of the Talisman, which sailed June 
rst, and was to visit the Canaries, Cape Verd islands, Azores and 
intermediate waters. 

Worms. -At a recent meeting of the French Academy L. 
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Joliet read some observations on blastogenesis and alternating 
generations in Salpa and Pyrosoma. 

JMollusks.-R. Bergh continues in the Verhandlungen of the 
Imperial Zo6logical and Botanical Society of Vienna his elabo- 
rate contributions to a knowledge of the /Eolidae, a group of 
nudibranchs, accompanied by excellent plates. 

Artlropods.-In his comparative study of the arachnofauna of 
Abyssinia and Shoa, published in the report of the Lombardy 
Royal Institute of Science and Letters, Professor Pavesi describes 
thirty new species of spiders, for one of which (Chliasrnopes) he 
establishes a new order. Count Keyserling contributes to the 
Verhandlungen of the Zo6logical Botanical Society, of Vienna, 
the fourth part of his " New Spiders from America ;" a few spe- 
cies are described from Colorado, the remainder from South 
America. C. N6rner describes very fully, in the same Verhand- 
lungen, Analges minor, a new mite living within the quills of the 
hen.-The researches on the fauna of the Black sea of Rathke, 
Nordman and others, made as far back as i823, revealed only 
forty species of Crustacea, and led to the opinion that this sea 
was barren in life of this sort. But i6o species have lately 
been added by a number of Russian observers, of whom the most 
prominent is Bobretsky. Czerniawsky now affirms, says Nature,. 
that the Crustacean fauna of a single bay of the Black sea, the 
Bay of Yalta, is richer than that of the whole of the Belgian 
coast. This fauna was by some authors supposed to be like 
that of the northern seas, but in a notice published in the 
last volume of the Memoires of the Kieff Society of Naturalists, 
M. Lovinsky points out the close relationship of the Black sea 
crustacea with those of the Mediterranean sea, the latter having 
its northern forms as well as the Black sea. But the Black sea 
fauna appears to be a part of the fauna of the Mediterranean 
basin, slowly modified by the medium it inhabits; this opinion is 
supported by the kinship of several Black sea forms with those 
of the Mediterranean and the Red sea, and by the richness of 
the Black sea fauna in more varieties and in such forms as are 
purely local, the prevailing types of the fauna being still the cos- 
mopolite ones. The Black sea fauna would thus be but a part of 
the Mediterranean fauna, but much impoverished, and modified 
to a great extent by the variety of local conditions. 

Vertebrates.-At a recent meeting of the Berlin Physiological 
Society, Du Bois Reymond communicated a short notice from a 
letter of Professor Babuchin's to him, which contains a fact inter- 
esting as showing the power of adaptation to their surroundings 
that electric fish possess. Professor Du Bois Reymond had pre- 
viously called attention to the fact that the electric eels and Ma- 
lapterurus that live in badly-conducting fresh water show, in as 
far as they have accommodated themselves to this medium, a 
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considerable development of their electric organ in length com- 
pared with the small size of its transverse diameter; whereas in 
the electric rays that live in sea water, which is a good conductor, 
the electric organ has a greater transverse development, conse- 
quently the electromotor powers of the electric organs of the 
electric eel and Malapterurus on the one side, and of the electric 
ray on the other, were to one another inversely as the conducti- 
bility of the surrounding media. The measurements of Hum- 
boldt and of Sachs of growing electric eels had shown that in 
their growth the electric organ increased proportionally more in 
length than in transverse diameter, which is a teleological adapta- 
tion to the badly-conducting fresh water. Now the above-men- 
tioned note of Professor Babuchin contained the communication 
that in growing electric rays the electric organ increased propor- 
tionately much more in breadth than in height; this is likewise 
in conformity with the adaptation to the sea water, which is a 
good conductor. Some observations on the embryology of 
the teleostean fishes by J. S. Kingsley and H. W. Conn, appear 
in the Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural History (April, 
i883). It is preceded by a full bibliography and concerns the 
development of the embryo of the cunner (Gtenolabrus cwruleus), 
whose eggs are found very abundantly floating on the surface of 
Massachusetts bay. The observations made are recorded under 
the head of maturation of the ovum, segmentation of the yelk, 
formation of the germ-layers, notochord and neural cord, optic 
bulbs and protovertebroe. It appears that the eggs hatched with- 
in forty eight hours after impregnation. The memoir is accom- 
panied by three plates. -The Verhandlungen, issued in i883, 
of the Vienna Zo6logical and Botanical Society, contain the fol- 
lowing ornithological papers by A. v. Pelzeln: on a collection of 
birds from Borneo, on a collection from Ecuador, and on Dr. 
Emin Bey's third sending of birds from Central Africa. A 
hand-book to the birds of British Burmah, by E. W. Oates, and 
Seebohm's History of British birds, are recent ornithological 
works.-In his lecture on whales, past and present, and their 
probable origin, reported in Nature, Professor Flower gives us 
the first exact information the ordinary reader is liable to meet 
with as to the facts regarding the development of teeth in the 
embryo baleen whales. The whalebone whales are distinguished 
by the entire absence of teeth, at all events after birth. But it is 
a remarkable fact, first demonstrated by Geoffroy St. Hilaire, and 
since amply confirmed by Cuvier, Eschricht, Julin and others, 
that in the feetal state they have numerous minute calcified teeth 
lying in the dental groove of both upper and lower jaws. These 
attain their fullest development about the middle of fetal life, 
after which period they are absorbed, no trace of them remaining 
at the time of birth. Their structure and mode of development 
has been shown to be exactly that characteristic of ordinary 
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mammalian teeth, and it has also been observed that those at the 
posterior part of the series are larger, and have a bibbed form of 
crown, while those in front are simple and conical, a fact of con- 
siderable interest in connection with speculation as to the history 
of the group. It is not until after the disappearance of the teeth 
that the baleen, or whalebone, makes its appearance, which, as is 
well known, consists of a series of flattened, horny plates, several 
hundred in number, on each side of the palate, separated by a 
bare interval along the median line. This baleen Flower regards 
as nothing more than the highly modified papille of the lining 
membrane of the mouth, with an excessive and horny epitheliat 
development,, as seen in the row of papillae on the free edges of 
the laminae of the ridges of fibrovascular tissues in the palate of 
oxen and especially the giraffe. 

PSYCHOLOGY. 

REASONING POWERS IN THE CAT.-My brother-in-law, Mr. 
Benjamin Hall, had a large emasculated cat which showed some 
characteristics which may be worthy of record. 

He was much attached to his master and followed him- in his 
walks about the fields after the manner of a dog. On one occa- 
sion he was thus conducted to a considerable distance from the 
house into the prairie, where a considerable number of the spotted 
prairie gopher had colonized, invited, no doubt, by the favorable 
condition of the soil for their burrows. The cat soon captured 
one of these, which he brought to his master, whose caresses and 
commendations seemed to be highly gratifying to him. The cat 
-then made a breakfast of his capture. 

VTery frequently after that the cat would resort to this favorite 
hunting ground, but would never eat his game on the spot, but 
would bring it home and exhibit it in triumph, and, after being 
duly caressed, would quietly go to some convenient, retired place, 
and make his meal. 

But all this shows strong attachment and a love of approbation 
in a high degree. 

On another occasion this cat showed a much higher degree of 
intellectual endowment. One day he followed his master among 
some trees. On the outer end of a bough a young robin was ob- 
served about twelve feet from the ground. The bird was soon 
observed by the cat, who deliberately surveyed the situation for 
a few minutes and then stealthily repaired to the foot of the tree 
and began to ascend it on the side opposite the bird, completely 
concealing himself from the bird till he reached a large limb which 
projected out over the bird. Slowly and cautiously he crept 
along the upper side of this limb till nearly over the bird, when 
he gave a spring, caught the bird in its flight, and lit- upon the 
ground and ran away with his prize. He- had been often reproved 
for catching birds; so, as if conscious he had done wrong, he did 
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